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1. Motivation

Recently, studies on security and privacy for

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks(VANETs) mainly depend

on public key based digital signatures including group

signature schemes[1,2,3]. However, the signature is

expensive and the computation overhead of each vehicle

will become intolerable when the density of vehicles is

high. If there are 20-50 vehicles within the

communication range and message interval is 100ms

according to DSRC[4], the receiver needs to verify

around 200-500 messages/s which will lead to a high

computation burden to the receiver and finally cause

high loss ratio and time delay[3]. It is contrary to quick

transmission and authentication for safety-related

message in cooperative driving.

2. Our Approach

In order to resolve the problematic situation

mentioned above, we consider geographical proximity

neighbors(G-neighbours), instead of one-hop neighbors

within wireless broadcast range, to refine the group of

vehicles which have the same driving characteristics on

the road.

Figure 1. Geographic neighbour formation

In urban VANET scenario, because of the

movement of vehicle is restricted to road constitution,

vehicles driving to same direction on the same road

segments can form a stable group. Each vehicle stay in

same unidirectional group and geographical proximity

can be defined as G-neighbours circled by the line in
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Figure 1. We take the following characteristics into

consideration to form a G-neighbor group in our

approach.

(1) Existing in each one-way road segment between

two intersections.

(2) Vehicles have the same turning direction.

(3) Vehicles passes across an intersection during a

green light.

3. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a group authentication

approach considering geographical neighbors to reduce

the message authentication overhead caused by periodic

broadcast of safety-related messages unnecessarily

within wireless communication range in VANETs.

When the traffic density becomes heavy, we expect

that our approach can provide a stable and efficient

system to address an urban-scale problem. Based on

the G-neighbor approach, we are planing to design

dynamic vehicular group management protocol

depending on the change of vehicles driving conditions

before and after passing through an intersection in

urban VANET scenario. Moreover, we have a plan to

conduct simulations for verifying the validity of the

proposed protocol.
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